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Real Classroom Ready

™

3 little words...
...that individually represent the fundamentals of what we expect from our products. Together, these
words act as our mantra. We are not about developing the latest shiny thing or cool gadgets. It is about
listening and acting on what is really needed, really important and really effective in elementary classrooms.
In essence, our products have to have real purpose, in the real world and be available at realistic prices.
Real.
Products are only developed based on identified classroom needs and in conjunction with our Idea Lab
Educator Advisors–real teachers.
Classroom.
Products are tested in real classrooms over extended periods of time.
Ready.
After testing, the feedback from teachers and students is used to further refine the design.
The testing loop begins again until we are all satisfied with every detail.

Our Vision
Redefine what a successful business is: Do work that matters.
Be directed and shaped through a social and environmental conscience.

Our Values
•
•
•
•
•

Become more responsible
Be honest, respectful and a little bit weird
Have an open mind and be curious
Listen, learn, share and reflect
Foster a balance of discipline and creativity

To learn more about us, please visit: copernicused.com/Copernicans
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Exciting new
warranty programs
for 2020!
We’ve Got Your Back
As a manufacturing company, we appreciate you choosing
Copernicus. It is important to us that you are happy with
your purchase. If you have ANY problems or questions,
just give us a call and we will do our best to help you!

New!
Have a well-used whiteboard
that needs replacing?
Rather than sending your easel into the landfill, we now
sell replacement whiteboards at a heavily reduced cost
for all of our easels. So when the time comes to retire
your whiteboard, we’ll help get your easel back up and
running in no time—it’s a win-win for your classroom
and for the environment.
Visit copernicused.com/warranty for information
about our new whiteboard replacement parts program.

New!
Lifetime warranty coverage
included on almost
everything we make!*
Most of us are cynical about warranties because of the
poor experiences we have had when making a warranty
claim. Whether it’s the warranty running out the day
something goes wrong, or getting through all the red
tape to prove that something indeed falls under warranty,
making claims can be painful.
At Copernicus, we try to do things differently. We hope
you never need to make a warranty claim, but if you do,
we promise to explore every way possible to quickly fix it.
It’s that simple.
*The only exception to our lifetime warranty coverage is on
whiteboards which carry a five year warranty and a replacement
program, that is available after the warranty period (see above).
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15 years old and still going strong! In the fall of 2016, we visited a local school and snapped a photo
of this 15 year-old Copernicus Reading Writing Center. This easel started its journey with students
who would now be graduating from high school.

Really flexible
Our products are developed to address the needs of real classroom environments–small spaces, messy rooms, shared
equipment, and unedited spaces. They are designed to be suitable for multiple uses in multiple locations–it’s up to you!

Really tough

Industrial strength materials are used to build our products and they are tested in real school environments.
Please visit our YouTube channel to see how we’ve put our products through some unusual strength tests.

Before they can go to market, our 3” casters are repeatedly rolled over obstacles
1500 times, while carrying an 88 pound load!

The frames for our top selling Royal® Reading Writing Centers are made from 3/4” thick
square steel tubing. This is the same guage that industrial stainless steel kitchen
sinks are built from. So it is fair to say that our frames can handle everything AND the
kitchen sink!

Our Tech Tubs® are made from tough ABS Plastic, which is also used to manufacture:
• Medical supplies
• Auto body parts
• Protective headgear
• Small home appliances
... and much more!
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2019 Social & Environmental Responsibility

Highlights

Before
In 2018, we undertook a wetland restoration project at the back of the
property through the conservation organization Ducks Unlimited.
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After
90-100% of Packaging will be Plastic-free

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission Goals

10 Years of Trees for Schools Program

New Lifetime Warranty and Replacement Parts Program

We are halfway to this goal and we are confident this will be
achieved by our target date of July, 2020.
Since 2009 more than 188,000 seedlings and 8,000 wildflower
packets have been donated to school children across Ontario.

550 Acres Protected

We are now halfway to our goal of 1000 acres conserved by 2022.

Chinese Operations are 100% Solar

In 2019 additional solar panels were installed in the facility.

Working to create a comprehensive and ambitious goal of
becoming carbon neutral in the next 5-7 years.
This means our products stay in your classroom, and out of
landfills, for as long as possible. End of life resources will be
available in early 2020.

200 Hours of Volunteering

Achieved by the end of the third quarter, 2019 by Copernicans!
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Single Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel (see page 17)
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Teaching Easels
It makes us happy when we hear teachers refer to our easels as
“The Command Central of the Classroom”.
In conjunction with our Idea Lab Educator Advisory Team, we have
loaded these easels up with teacher-driven features that work all
day long in classrooms around the world; rounding up materials,
fostering collaboration, and communication, displaying daily lessons
and schedules, all in one compact footprint.
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Royal® Reading Writing Centers:
Timeless, age appropriate and built to last!
Our Reading Writing Centers are essential tools for primary and junior classrooms. Their flexible
features help make teaching more efficient and engaging for students. Everything a teacher
needs is built into this easel–a chart stand, storage for books and materials, dry erase surfaces
and a book ledge for story time.

Teacher-driven features
Snap-on chart paper hooks
that stay on if bumped
Hangs different sized chart paper and
paper can easily be flipped
Dry erase frame (write and wipe)
Just in case markers happen to
go beyond the whiteboard surface

Big book page holders
(magnetic Page Paws)
Makes story time a breeze by holding
the pages in place
Big book rack
Provides easy access to books and the
unique design holds books firmly in place
Rear removable whiteboard
Creates an even more inclusive work station
for students to participate (one side is lined)
Locking, adjustable
Ultra-Safe book ledge
Locks to accommodate different grade levels

Slide out tubs with safety
stops, made of recycled material
Prevents tubs from being pulled all the way
out to prevent messes and injury
Locking casters (some models
also feature foot activated
brakes as shown)
Keeps the easel secure while in use

Check individual easel details for specific features
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Royal® Reading Writing Center
This easel is designed with teacher-driven features that help
keep everything organized and lessons more engaging.
It combines a chart stand, storage for books and materials,
dry erase surfaces and a book ledge for story time.

Royal® Reading Writing Center (RC105)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface
• Rear removable double-sided dry erase board
with lines on one side
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into
multiple positions
• Large middle shelf
• Big Book racks
• 2 Tiny Tubs
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 2 Magnetic Page Paws
• 4 sliding Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• 3” casters, 2 foot-activated brakes

Dimensions
56 1/2” H x 31 1/2” W x 32” D
13

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboards

Premium Royal®
Reading Writing Center

Basic Reading
Writing Center

This easel is the ultimate in storage! Perfect for
organizing all kinds of manipulatives, materials
and different sized books.

This easel has the quality build of all our teaching
centers and is priced right for tight budgets.

Three folders on the back to store
books, lesson materials, etc.

Premium Royal® Reading Writing Center (RC200)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into position
• 6 Large Open and 4 Small Open Tubs with safety stops
• Large open shelf with 6 Tiny Tubs
• 2 repositionable Tiny Tubs on front (ideal for storing
extra markers)
• 40 chart paper hang tags
• 3 Folders on the back to store books, lesson materials, etc.
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 2 Hooks within the easel to store extra chart paper
• 3” twin wheel locking casters

Basic Reading Writing Center (RC201)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks
into position
• 3 Large Open and 2 Small Open Tubs with safety stops
• 1 repositionable Tiny Tub on front (ideal for storing
extra markers)
• 20 chart paper hang tags
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 2 Hooks within the easel to store extra chart paper
• 3” twin wheel locking casters

“Storage is non-existent in my new school, so I have utilized all of the bins to keep myself
organized. Love that this easel has storage for books in the back—I have found this helps
streamline my teaching because I am not rushing around trying to find materials everything
is right where I need it... including markers. “
-Stephanie, 3rd Grade Teacher, Boulder, Colorado

Dimensions
58 3/4” H x 32 1/4” W x 33” D
(30” D with book ledge removed)

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard
14

Classic & Regal™ Reading Writing Centers
These easels are a little more affordable compared to their cousin,
the Royal® Reading Writing Center. They provide the same functionality,
but with fewer bells and whistles.

Classic Royal® Reading Writing Center (RC005)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface
• Rear removable double-sided dry erase board (lined on one side)
• 4 sliding Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into multiple positions
• Large middle shelf
• Big Book Racks
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 2 Magnetic Page Paws
• 2” twin wheel locking casters

Dimensions
(RC105) 56 1/2” H x 33” W x 27” D
(RC107) 56” H x 32” W x 31” D
15

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboards

Regal™ Reading Writing Center (RC107)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface
• Rear removable dry erase board that
hangs landscape
• 4 sliding Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• Safety-Cap™ premium book ledge that locks
into multiple positions
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 3” casters, two foot-activated brakes

“I recently purchased the Copernicus Regal Reading and Writing Center and I am absolutely thrilled with it.
I was however a little nervous when I saw all the parts that I had to put together, but it was actually pretty easy.
I don’t have a whiteboard in my library classroom, so the center works wonderful for that. I use the whiteboard
and chart paper. I am much more organized using the tubs underneath. Each week, I put each grade level in
a different tub and pull out my material when needed. Definitely a great addition to my story corner!”
- Elementary School Teacher, Narrows, Virginia
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Bamboo Teaching Easels
Designed to bring natural elements into the classroom,
Bamboo Teaching Easels are ideal for neutral or early
year environments.

Perfect for Early
Childhood Education

Double Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel (BE1)
• 2 magnetic dry erase boards (front and back)
• 4 sliding Large Open Tubs with safety-stops
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that
locks into multiple positions
• Bamboo middle shelf
• Big Book racks
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks
• 2 Magnetic Page Paws
• 3” locking casters

New option!
Single Sided Bamboo Teaching Easel (BE2)
Same features as the BE1 (pictured above)
but with one magnetic dry erase board and
no middle shelf, book rack or Page Paws.

Dimensions
57” H x 30 1/2” W x 27” D
17

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard(s)

Primary Teaching Easel

Early Learning Station

This easel has an extra long front dry-erase board
that measures 40” H x 28” W to accommodate
little learners.

This easel has a double-sided whiteboard,
one side lined for students to practice their
printing and it folds away for easy storage.

Perfect for Early
Childhood Education

Now with new packaging!
Easier set up, assembly and even
more environmentally friendly!

Primary Teaching Easel (PTE78)
• Front magnetic dry erase board
• Rear removable felt board
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge locks
into multiple positions
• 4 Small Open Tubs for lesson storage
• 2 Snap-on chart paper and felt board hooks
• Big Book and Tub Racks
• 2” locking casters

Dimensions
56 1/4” H x 30” W x 30” D

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard

Early Learning Station (ELS1)
• 2 magnetic dry-erase whiteboards, one side with
solid/dotted/solid line sequence
• Roll-up felt for creative play, along with corner ties and magnets
to secure on station
• Safety Cap™ premium book ledge that locks into multiple positions
• 2 Large Open Tubs
• 4 Snap-on chart paper and accessory hooks
• Frame folds for easy storage
• 2” locking casters
Dimensions
47 3/4” H x 26” W x 29 1/2” D

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboards
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“The whiteboards being on an angle is a great feature because the kids can really practice their hand
writing and it’s great for fine motor skills. The foot breaks make it a lot easier for me to put them on,
take them off, move it around wherever I need it in the classroom. I find that the tub stops are a really
good idea. It’s a safety feature that is important to have on a moveable cart.”
19

Melissa Downey, Grade 1, St. John Catholic School, Arthur, Ontario

Royal® Inspiration Stations
The Inspiration Station is ideal for both independent and group activities
and with a slide-out whiteboard, there is even more space to collaborate!
These products are designed for single classroom use
and are not meant to be moved from room to room

Premium Royal® Inspiration Station (IS3)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface with slide-out
board - enlarges work area by 15” W
• Rear removable double-sided dry erase board
with lines on one side
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into
multiple positions
• Includes 10 Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• 1 Really Big Tub
• 8 Tiny Tubs
• Big Book Rack
• 2 Magnetic Page Paws
• Top shelf for teacher storage
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks and telescoping
hooks to accommodate wide pocket charts
• 3” casters, 2 foot-activated brakes

Dimensions
61” - 64 1/2” H x 30” W x 30” D

Standard Royal® Inspiration Station (IS2)
• Front magnetic dry erase surface with slide-out
board - enlarges work area by 15” W
• Ultra-Safe premium book ledge that locks into
multiple positions
• Includes 4 Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• 1 Really Big Tub
• 2 Tiny Tubs
• 2 Magnetic Page Paws
• Top shelf for teacher storage
• 2 Snap-on chart paper hooks and telescoping
hooks to accommodate wide pocket charts
• 3” casters, 2 foot-activated brakes

Premium Royal® Inspiration
Station (IS3) Back view

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboards
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Deluxe Chart Stand
This double-sided chart stand allows for two groups of students to
collaborate. There are lower quality imitations out there, but this
original chart stand is built to last!

Shown in lowest position

Deluxe Chart Stand (CS700)
• Magnetic double-sided dry erase whiteboard with
telescoping hooks to accommodate pocket charts up to 49” wide
• Board height is adjustable upon assembly to best suit your needs
• Durable frame made of 18 gauge steel tubing
• Safety Cap™ premium book ledge that locks into multiple positions
• Includes 2 Large Open Tubs, and snap-on chart hooks
• 2” twin wheel locking casters

Shown in highest position
(pocket chart not included)

Now with new packaging!
Easier set up, assembly and even
more environmentally friendly!

Dimensions
50 - 69 1/2” H x 28” W x 27” D
21

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard
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Shown in lowest position

Tabletop Easel
Small but mighty, the Tabletop Easel has two magnetic dry erase boards
(one lined) and a detachable pocket chart to aid language development.

Tabletop Easel (TTE100)
• 2 magnetic dry erase boards with one side
featuring 1” spaced blue lines
• Pocket chart that can be attached to either
side of easel
• Folding design allows easy set-up and
sharing between rooms
• Book/marker ledge on either side of the easel
• 3 removable Tiny Tubs for manipulatives,
markers, and other tools

Dimensions
19” H x 19” W x 17” D
23

Warranty
Lifetime

Basic Chart Stand

Teach ‘n’ Go Cart

This “no-frills” chart stand is ideal for tight
budgets and is quick and easy to assemble.

The name says it all! This cart is designed for
teachers on the go. There is plenty of storage and
it is durable yet lightweight for ease of mobility.

Basic Chart Stand (BCS1)
• Dry-erase whiteboard
• Snap-on chart paper hooks
• Adjustable bottom bar to accommodate
various tub sizes. Tubs not included.
• Shown with generic tubs. Supports Copernicus
Tub configuration of 1 Large Open Tub and
1 Small Open Tub (sold separately)
• 2” locking casters

Teach ‘n’ Go Cart (TAG)
• Magnetic dry-erase board
• Safety Cap™ premium book ledge that locks
into multiple positions
• 6 sliding Large Open Tubs with safety stops
• 2 Stubby Tubbys
• Top shelf storage to help materials stay put
during transport
• 2 adjustable chart paper hooks
• 5” casters, 2 locking

Tubs not included, but can be purchased
individually (see pages 57-58)

Dimensions
60 1/4” H x 25 1/2” W x 24” D

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard

Dimensions
68” H x 39 3/4” W x 24 1/2” D

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard
24

New!

Outdoor/Indoor Learning Center
Load it up and it’s ready to go on an outdoor adventure! Designed to be rugged
and flexible to support a variety of outdoor or indoor activities (store inside).
The whiteboard is ideal for teaching lessons outside and the large wheels and
handles make it easy to push over all sorts of terrain.

Perfect for outdoor
STEM activities

Outdoor/Indoor Learning Center (OLC1)
• Magnetic dry erase board
• Lower storage compartment to hold materials
• Two large tubs with lids to keep items enclosed
• Repositionable Tiny Tub
• Semi-pneumatic wheels (do not require refilling)
• Storage tubs and large rack hold up to 110 lbs

Dimensions
57 ½” H x 42 ¼” W (includes handle) x 23 ½” D
25 		

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard
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Copernicus Science Block Kit (1989)

Technology &
STEM Solutions
Over thirty years ago, our founder, George Phillips, designed
the Science Block Kit (left). It was a low-tech teaching aid to
help students understand simple physics.
Fast-forward to today and Copernicus is still designing
solutions for low-tech materials like Lego® and maker materials
as well as high-tech support solutions to keep devices and
robotics charged up and ready to go.
Read on to see what’s new and how many of our flexible,
multi-use products can be used in STEM environments
and Makerspaces.
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2
Tech Tub

®

Lock. Charge. Go.
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Developed with input from members of our Idea Lab Educator Advisory
Team, the Tech Tub2 family of products offer an affordable, flexible and
mobile solution for charging and storing devices used in PreK-8 classrooms.
The product line up features multiple mobile configurations that make it easy to charge and store all
current models of iPads®, 11” Chromebooks™ including popular models from Dell, HP, Acer, Asus and
Samsung as well as most tablets.
* We didn’t actually use an elephant in testing, but you get the point. Tech Tubs are strong!

Additional models available with USB hubs that sync and charge iPads®
Need help picking the right Tech Tub solution?
Check out our easy-to-use guide and compatibility chart: copernicused.com/tech-tub2
30

Tech Tub2® deployment
These secure and durable tubs are ideal for schools that share devices, or for 1:1 environments.
They can be placed around the classroom to ease deployment bottlenecks.

Teacher-driven features that make
setting up devices quick and easy!
Flip-up handle on the top
Two ergonomic handles on the
door and back

Adjustable shelves accommodate
devices with and without cases
Easy-to-use side cable organizer and lower
compartment to keep cords and adapters tidy
Cable hooks on the back to
manage cord during transport

3-point lock with 2 keys

Mounting hardware to
secure tub to a surface

Easier access to the power
strip and on/off switch
31

Need help picking the right Tech Tub solution? Check out our
easy-to-use guide and compatibility chart: copernicused.com/tech-tub2

Tech Tub2®
Tech Tub2 offers an affordable, flexible and mobile
solution for charging and storing devices used in
PreK-8 classrooms. Tech Tubs can be purchased
individually and carried throughout a school or
incorporated into other configurations.

Holds
All generation of iPads®, most
11” Chromebooks™ and other devices

6

Holds 6 devices

10

Two tubs are permanently
connected together and
hold 10 devices

10
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Tech Tub2 - holds 6 devices (FTT700)
• Individual tubs can be locked together for added security
• Holds all generations of iPads®, most 11” Chromebooks™
and other tablets
• Adjustable shelves for devices with and without cases
• Internal 6 outlet power strip with surge protection
• Made from durable high impact ABS plastic
• Cable hooks on the back to manage cord during transport
• Mounting hardware to secure tub to a surface
• 3-point lock with 2 keys
Dimensions
FTT700: 13” H x 12 1/2” W x 16 1/4” D
16 1/2” H x 12 1/2” W x 16 1/4” D (with handle up)
FTT1100: 26” H x 12 1/2” W x 16 1/4” D
29 1/2” H x 12 1/2” W x 16 1/4” D (with handle up)

Warranty
Lifetime

Tech Tub2 - holds 10 devices (FTT1100)
• Same features as the FTT700, except the 6 outlet
power strip is replaced with a 10 outlet power strip
• Tubs are permanently connected
Additional model with USB hub that syncs and
charges iPads® (SKU FTT1100-USB)

Need help picking the right Tech Tub solution?
Check out our easy-to-use guide and compatibility
chart: copernicused.com/tech-tub2
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Tech Tub2® Trolleys
Trolleys are designed for devices on the move! They store and charge
small sets of six to ten iPads®, 11” Chromebooks™ and other tablets
around a school. The adjustable handle and built-in casters ensure
that students from grade three and up can take part in managing
their devices.

10
6

Tech Tub2 Trolley - holds 6 devices (FTT706)
• Holds 1 Tech Tub2 (FTT700)
• Adjustable handle
• Ideal for transporting small quantities of devices
• Durable 3” casters

Dimensions
FTT706: 26 1/4” H x 15 3/4” W x 19 1/2” D
(handle down)
35 3/4” H x 15 3/4” W x 19 1/2” D
(handle up)
FTT2010: 36 3/4” H x 15 3/4” W x 19 1/2” D

Warranty
Lifetime

Tech Tub2 Trolley - holds 10 devices (FTT2010)
• Same features as the FTT706, except the FTT700 is
replaced with the Tech Tub2® FTT1100
Additional model with USB hub that syncs and
charges iPads® (SKU FTT2010-USB)

Need help picking the right Tech Tub solution?
Check out our easy-to-use guide and compatibility
chart: copernicused.com/tech-tub2
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Tech Tub2® Carts
Lightweight Modular Carts move effortlessly over thresholds
making it easy to share sets of devices throughout a school.
With a tub-to-tub locking mechanism, the tubs lock
together securing all the devices in the cart. For use within
a classroom or placed in a central location where individual
tubs can be signed out.

6

6

10

10
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Modular Cart - holds 24 devices (FTT724)
• Same features as the FTT732, except the tub
configuration is 4 x FTT700
• All tubs break apart individually using clips
Additional model with USB hubs that sync
and charge iPads® (SKU FTT724-USB)
Modular Cart - holds 32 devices (FTT732)
• Individual tubs can be locked together for
added security
• Sturdy cart with two handles for ease of mobility
• Tech Tubs hold 32 devices (2 x FTT700,
2 X FTT1100)
• Tubs connect and break apart using clips (ease
deployment bottlenecks)
• 3-point door lock with 2 keys (for each tub)
• Cable management on back
• 4” locking casters
• Power timer for charging (requires 1 outlet)
Additional model with USB hubs that sync
and charge iPads® (SKU FTT732-USB)

35

Dimensions
FTT732: 50” H x 34” W x 19” D
FTT724: 43” H x 34” W x 19” D

Warranty
Lifetime

The side clips allow you to connect multiple
tubs together and easily break them apart
for sharing devices

Tub-to-tub locking mechanism that locks the Tech Tubs together, securing all the devices in the cart

Need help picking the right Tech Tub solution?
Check out our easy-to-use guide and compatibility chart:
copernicused.com/tech-tub2
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Dual Duty Teaching Easels
Why have a charging cart and an easel taking up room when you can have this
space-saving hybrid? It’s designed to make the most of every inch in the classroom
by combining technology storage and charging with a traditional teaching easel
and moves easily around a flexible learning environment.

32

Dual Duty Teaching Easel - holds 32 devices (FTT300)
• Large magnetic dry erase board measures:
41 3/4” H x 26 3/4” W
• Safety-Cap™ premium book ledge that locks into
multiple positions
• Tech Tubs® hold 32 devices (2 x FTT700, 2 x FTT1100)
• Power timer for charging devices (requires 1 outlet)
• 2 Tiny Tubs
• Snap-on chart paper hooks
• Cable management on back
• 4” locking casters
Additional model with USB hubs that sync and charge
iPads® (SKU FTT300-USB)
Dual Duty Teaching Easel - holds 24 devices (FTT324)
• Same features as the FTT300, except the tub configuration
is 4 x FTT700 and 2 Open Tubs
Dual Duty Teaching Easel - holds 20 devices (FTT320)
• Same features as the FTT300, except the tub configuration
is 2 x FTT1100 and 2 Open Tubs. Does not include
power timer.
Dual Duty Teaching Easel - holds 12 devices (FTT301)
• Same features as the FTT300, except the tub configuration
is 2 x FTT700 and 4 Open Tubs. Does not include
power timer.
Dual Duty Teaching Easel - holds 6 devices (FTT302)
• Same features as the FTT300, except the tub configuration
is 1 x FTT700 and 5 Open Tubs. Does not include
power timer.
Dimensions
63 1/2” H x 33 1/4” W x 24 3/4” D
37

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboard

20

24

12

6

“We purchased twenty-two Dual Duty Teaching Easels for our first and second grade classrooms. The combination
of a traditional teaching easel with technology storage is brilliant! Having the Tech Tubs open on the sides of the cart
help to manage the flow of student traffic and teachers appreciate the functionality of the magnetic whiteboard and
the compact footprint!”
- Melanie Evans, Coordinator of Educational Services, Salida USD, Salida, California
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Original Tech Tub®
These tubs offer the same function with similar
features as our Tech Tub2 line, but open from the top.
There are four models to choose from to manage
iPads®, Chromebooks™ or a combination of both and
the Base Model is perfect for locking up odd-sized
tech equipment.

Original Tech Tub - holds 6 Devices™ (TEC600C)
• Holds six devices including iPads®, Chromebooks™ and
other tablets (or a combination of devices)
• Adjustable dividers
• Cable management pocket to keep cables
organized, out of sight, and in-line with each device
• 6 outlet internal power strip
• Made from highly durable, heat resistant ABS plastic
and vented to ensure airflow
• 2 padlocks with the same keys
• Locking block and pin to lock tub to counters and tables
• Cable management for power strip cord (on back)
Tech Tub Standard - holds 6 Chromebooks™ (TEC601C)
• Lower priced Tech Tub® with the same features as the
TEC600C, but without the locking block and pin
Original Tech Tub - holds up to 10 iPads® (TEC1000)
• Holds ten tablets with or without cases
• Adjustable dividers to accommodate up to ten
devices and cases
• Cable management pocket to keep cables
organized, out of sight, and in-line with each device
• 2 padlocks with the same keys
• Locking block and pin to lock tub to counters and tables
• Cable management for power strip cord (on back)
• 10 outlet USB hub
Original Tech Tub - holds 6 devices
Includes a locking block and pin to secure
tub to a surface (TEC600C)
Model available without
locking block and pin (TEC601C)

Original Tech Tub® - Base model (TEC57)
• Includes tub with taller lid only

Original Tech Tub® holds up to 10 iPads® (TEC1000)
Dimensions
TEC600C, TEC601C and
TEC57: 16” H x 12 1/2” W x 16” D
TEC1000: 14” H x 12 1/2” W x 16” D

Original Tech Tub® Base model (TEC57)

Warranty
Lifetime
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STEM/STEAM

Labs and Makerspaces

Transformed with a little help from Copernicus.

Developing a brand new space,
retrofitting a library or creating a
dedicated corner in a classroom
for STEM/STEAM programs?
Copernicus has many affordable,
mobile solutions that support the
typical zones required to create a
useful, organized makerspace.
For more layout ideas, please visit:
www.copernicused.com/stemfloorplans

Collaborative space
for brainstorming
Nothing beats hashing out
the details using a large whiteboard
and with extra storage for devices
and materials, precious floor space
is saved!

Dual Duty Teaching Easel
with device storage (FTT300)
Includes models that hold 6, 12,
20, 24 or 32 devices (see pages 37-38).

Prototyping and Creating

Deluxe Chart Stand (CS700)
Double sided with storage
(see pages 21-22).
Watch out for those lower quality
imitations out there.

Premium Inspiration Station (IS3)
Includes a slide-out board that enlarges
work area by 15”, a removable dry erase
board on the back and 18 storage tubs
(see pages 19-20).

STEM/STEAM activities often start with design thinking which helps identify a problem, then works to
develop a solution. Prototyping is a critical step in bringing those ideas to life and can often include
the use of a 3D Printer. See the STEM Maker Station on the opposite page for another useful option.

This one is the star of the show when
it’s wheeled out on parent-teacher night!
Keep all printing items together and bring
technology to the point of instruction.
See page 43 for more information.
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3D Printer Cart
Premium Model (TD5001)

3D Printer Cart
Base Model (TD5000)

Media Centers and Technology Storage
Shared makerspaces, such as libraries, accommodate a range of grade levels.
These STEM products allow small groups to explore technology and multimedia activities.

New!

Dewey the Document Camera Stand with
Microscope and Light (DCS6)
This model with a microscope is perfect
for science-based activities
(see page 44).

New!

Tech Tub2® - holds 6 devices (FTT700)
Lock. Charge. Go. These tubs can go just
about anywhere, even field trips.
Improve device deployment by placing
Tech Tubs around the room
(see pages 31-32).

Small Robotics Storage Tub (RS100)
Charges and locks up robotics in a compact
tub. Holds up to 12 robots depending on size
(see pages 45-46).

Visit www.copernicused.com/tech-tub2
to learn more about the Tech Tub2 family

Supported robots include: Dash and Dot, Cue,
Sphero Bolt, Sphero Spark, Sphero 2.0, Sphero
Mini, Sphero Ollie and other USB charging robots.

Storage for materials or projects in progress

Large Robotics Storage Tub (RS200)
Store, charge and lock up different brands and
sizes of robotics. The built-in wheels make it
easy to move robotics throughout a school.
Holds up to 12 robots depending on size
(see pages 45-46).

Tub stores 6 Dash and 6 Dots, or 12 Dashes
(with accessories), or 12 Cue™ Robots.

Tools, materials, plus work in progress need somewhere to go at the end of the class.
These flexible solutions keep things organized and the tubs can be removed to put
where pods of students are working.

New!

New!

STEM Storage Cart (LWSTEM)
This sturdy cart is designed to provide plenty of storage
with 23 tubs of different sizes and colors.
Includes a removable dry erase board on the back.
Perfect for use throughout a school (see page 51).
Storage Room Organizer (LLS300-C)
Now available with clear tubs. Great for storing
in-progress work (see page 55).

STEM Maker Station (STEM100)
This compact, all-in-one mobile cart supports many of the
different zones required in a STEM/STEAM program
(see page 47-48).

New!

For more information please visit:
www.copernicused.com/stem-steam-makerspaces

Clear STEM Storage Cart (BB005-9-C)
This cart is great for organizing Lego® and
can hold 90 lbs of just about anything!
For in-class use only (see pages 53-54).

Base Model Tech Tub® (TEC57)
The perfect home for littleBits™,
robots, Lego® and more
(see pages 39-40).
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3D Printer Cart
Prototyping is a critical step in bringing ideas to life and often involves a 3D printer and being
able to reconfigure a room is important to educators. This cart’s sturdy frame and casters protect
your investment and make it easy to move while keeping everything you need close at hand.

3D Printer Cart - Premium Model (TD5001)
• Accommodates 3D Printers with a footprint
of up to 24”D x 26 1/2”W
• Base Tech Tub® for locking up specialized
equipment and tools (supply your own padlock)
• 2 Large Open Tubs and 1 Really Big Tub
• 4” locking casters
• 6 outlet power strip
• Adjustable spool holder (holds maximum
of 4 spools)
• Sliding laptop shelf fits laptops up to 17”
• Magnets for attaching accessories and tools to frame
3D Printer Cart - Base Model (TD5000)
• Same features as the Premium model, except
the base model does not include the Base Tech Tub®
(replaced with 2 Large Open Tubs)

Dimensions
Frame measures with spool arm: 59” H x 36” W x 24” D
Without spool arm: 41” H x 36” W x 24” D
Maximum printer size: 24” W x 26 1/2” D
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3D Printer Cart - Premium Model (TD5001)

Warranty
Lifetime

3D Printer Cart - Base Model (TD5000)

Dewey the Document Camera
Stand with Microscope and Light
Dewey’s sturdy frame sets up quickly and makes use of devices you already have, including smartphones.
It mounts to surfaces and the microscope engages students with an up-close experience for science
activities. It can also be used for creating video with a green screen or stop motion animation.

Dewey the Document Camera Stand
with Microscope (DCS6)
• Spring loaded clamps hold all versions of iPad®
with a camera and various smartphones with or
without cases (excludes 12.9 inch iPad Pro)
• Microscope feature with 5x or 10x magnification
and LED light
• Height adjustable
• 90° rotating mount that swivels and tilts,
keeping the device secure
• Headphones holder
• Mounting holes on the base for securing
Dewey to a surface
• Compatible with Apple® AV adaptors
and Apple TV
Dewey the Document Camera Stand (DCS5)
• Same features as the DCS6, except the microscope
and LED light are not included

Dimensions
12 3/4” - 23” H (lowest to highest position) x 10 3/4” W x 15” D

Warranty
Lifetime
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New!

Robotic Storage Tubs
Robotic Storage Tubs are designed to store, charge and lock up
different brands and sizes of robotics in one secure location.

Storage compartment for USB hubs and accessories
Supported robots include: Dash and Dot,
Cue, Sphero Bolt, Sphero Spark, Sphero 2.0,
Sphero Mini, Sphero Ollie and other USB
charging robots.

Tub stores 6 Dash and 6 Dots, or 12 Dashes
(with accessories), or 12 Cue™ Robots.
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Large Robotics Storage Tub (RS200)
• Lock all robotics within the tub (padlock included)
• Sturdy, lightweight tub with built-in wheels and a woven
nylon pull-handle for ease of mobility
• Compact, two-layered design with removable metal tray (see right)
supports the storage of:
- 6 Dash and 6 Dots, or
- 12 Dashes (with accessories), or
- 12 Cue™ Robots
• 2 x 6 outlet USB charging hubs
• Padlock with 3 keys

Small Robotics Storage Tub (RS100)
• Lock all robotics within the tub (padlock included)
• Metal basket can be removed to access the second layer
of devices (when storing Dash and Dots) or to access
accessories (when storing Spheros)
• Lower compartment is used for mounting USB hubs
(when storing Dash and Dots) or to hold accessories
(when storing Spheros)
• Top basket holds:
-12 Sphero Sparks (with room for accessories below), or
- 8 Ollie robots (with room for accessories below), or
- 2 Dash and 2 Dots (with another 2 Dash and 2 Dots below)
• 2 x 6 outlet USB charging hubs
• Padlock with 3 keys

Dimensions
14” H x 30 7/8” W x 17 3/4” D

Dimensions
16” H x 12 1/2” W x 16” D

Warranty
Lifetime

Warranty
Lifetime
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STEM Maker Stations
These all-in-one, compact mobile carts support many of the typical zones in a STEM/STEAM
program or Makerspace. The tubs can be removed and placed where students are working
and are perfect for organizing materials by color.

Five ways educators are using this cart:
1. Loading it up with the materials and tools
for a specific activity and posting the instructions
on the overhead sign
2. Creating a center by positioning the
cart so the rear whiteboard and tubs are
accessible at the same time
3. Using the tubs to color code materials,
making clean up easier
4. Locking up tools and robotics
in the Tech Tub®
5. Removing the tubs and placing them
where small group activities are happening

STEM Maker Station Premium Model (STEM100)

STEM Maker Station - Premium Model (STEM100)
• Base Tech Tub® for locking up specialized
equipment and tools (supply your own padlock)
• Rear cardboard or material storage rack
• Tape/ribbon/string dispenser rack
• Coroplast overhead sign and display to personalize
your station (letters not included)
• Hooks for hanging accessories/tools
• Large bottom shelf
• Rear whiteboard for collaborative brainstorming
and project planning
• Pegboard for tool storage
• 4 Large Open Tubs, 4 Small Open Tubs, 4 Tiny Tubs
• 4” casters, 2 with brakes
STEM Maker Station - Base Model (STEM102)
• Same features as the Premium model, except
the base model does not include the Base Tech
Tub®, pegboard or whiteboard

Dimensions
65 3/4” H x 51 1/2” W x 26” D
47

Warranty
Lifetime

STEM Maker Station Base Model (STEM102)
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I just love my cart! It was a great way for me to organize additional books and student resources in my
classroom. It is very sturdy. It allows my students (and myself) to find things easily. It looks GREAT in
my classroom!
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- Deedee Wills, Kindergarten Teacher, Colorado

Storage
A place for everything and everything in its place.
In many classrooms and makerspaces, that may sound like
a dream-come-true, particularly at the end of a busy day,
but there’s hope! The first step in improving organization
is finding the right storage solution.
The following pages have many flexible and mobile
options to make clean up time a breeze by aiding in
color coding and different tub combinations and sizes
to hold all sorts of “stuff”.
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STEM materials and book storage

They hold 90lbs of just about anything!
These carts are built with super strong, 1” tubing to ensure large quantities of books or
materials can be loaded up and moved throughout a school! It’s also a nice addition to
a Makerspace to help keep things organized.

New!

This sturdy cart is designed to provide plenty of storage with 23 tubs
for maker materials, robotics and manipulatives. The different colored
tubs aid color coding and all the tubs can be removed from the cart.
The removable, dry erase board is perfect for collaboration and
sketching out ideas.
STEM Storage Cart (LWSTEM)
• Sturdy frame designed to be moved throughout a school
• Rear removeable double-sided dry erase board (one side lined)
• 8 Tiny Tubs
• 12 Small Open Tubs
• 3 Large Divided Tubs
• 5” casters (2 locking) to easily move over carpet and other surfaces
• Holds up to 90lbs of materials
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Dimensions
40” H x 51” W x 18” D

Warranty
Lifetime

Library on Wheels™ (LW430)
• Sturdy frame designed to be moved
throughout a school
• 9 Large Divided Tubs to keep books and
other materials tidy
• Adhesive name pockets to help keep
everything in order
• 5” casters (2 locking) to easily move over
carpet and other floor surfaces
Library on Wheels™ with 18 Small Tubs (LW430-18)
• Same as the LW430, except Open Tubs are replaced
with 18 Small Tubs
See pages 57-58 for more information about the tubs.

Dimensions
40” H x 51” W x 18” D

Library on Wheels™ (LW430)

Library on Wheels™ with 18 Small Tubs
(LW430-18)

Warranty
Lifetime
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Leveled Reading Book Browser Carts
These carts make the perfect in-class storage solution, where students
can help themselves to a book. They are also useful in Makerspaces for
organizing or color coding materials and storing tools.

These products are designed for single
classroom use and are not meant to be moved
from room to room

New!

Clear STEM Storage Cart (BB005-9-C)
• 3 Large Divided Tubs
• 6 Large Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• Tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included)

Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 9 (BB005-9)
• 6 Large Divided Tubs
• 3 Large Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• Tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included)
Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 18 (BB005-18)
• 18 Small Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• Tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included)
Deluxe Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 9
(BB005-9-1)
• 6 Large Divided Tubs
• 3 Large Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• 2 small side racks
• One large book display (back)
• Tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included)

Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 9 (BB005-9)

Deluxe Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 18 (BB005-9-1)

Deluxe Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 18
(BB005-18-1)
• 18 Small Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• 2 small side racks
• One large book display (back)
• Tubs can be easily labeled (labels not included)
See pages 57-58 for more information about the tubs.

Dimensions
36” 1/2 H x 40 1/2” W x 15 3/4” D
36 1/2” H x 49” W x 21” D (racks installed)
53

Warranty
Lifetime

Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 18 (BB005-18)

Deluxe Leveled Reading Book Browser Cart 9 (BB005-9-18)
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Storage Room Organizer for
Leveled Literacy Programs
Your choice of two configurations upon assembly and several color options
for categorizing books, materials and in-progress work in a Makerspace.

Storage Room Organizer for
Leveled Literacy Programs (LLS300)
• Magnetic dry-erase board - perfect for writing
notes on side of organizer
• Includes 12 Large Open Tubs (labels not included)
• Build to its full height (57”H) or as two separate
standing units (31”H)
Available Colors:

New color!

• LLS300-C (Clear Tubs)
•
•
•
•

LLS300-B (Blue Tubs)
LLS300-G (Green Tubs)
LLS300-M (Mixed Tubs)
LLS300-R (Red Tubs)

Visit the LLS300 product page at copernicused.com
to see more color options.

Dimensions
Two separate units: 31” H x 41” L x 15” D
Assembled as one full height unit: 57”H
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Warranty
Lifetime

Teacher Trolley
Resource teachers will love this trolley. With storage, a
book ledge, and even a place for file folders, everything
is ready to move!
Teacher Trolley (LLS100)
• Built-in book and marker ledge
• Removable magnetic dry-erase white board
• Chart hooks to hang work in progress and
to teach lessons on chart paper
• Hanging pockets for additional storage
• 3 Small Open Tubs
• 1 Large Open Tub and 3 Tiny Tubs
• Rungs for hanging file folders
(folders not included)
• 3” casters, 2 locking
Dimensions
46”H x 20” L x 16” D
Warranty
Lifetime

Phys Ed Cart
Durable and lightweight, this cart organizes all kinds
of gym-related gear_from basketballs to yoga mats.
This product is not designed for permanent outdoor use.
Phys Ed Cart (BC300)
• Large metal basket–fits up to 20 basketballs
• Includes three removable Large Open Tubs
• Hoop Holder
• 5” casters, two locking
Dimensions
44” H x 41” W x 23 1/4” D
Warranty
Lifetime

Multi-Purpose Cart

with Blue & Yellow Tubs
This cart is designed to hold just about anything;
books, manipulatives, maker materials and tools.
Multi-Purpose Cart (CC005-9-WBY)
• Includes 9 Large Open Tubs
• 2” locking casters
• Yellow and Blue Large Open Tubs (labels not included)
Dimensions
36” H x 40” W x 16” D
Warranty
Lifetime
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Tubs

Our tubs are made of tough stuff. They can withstand the roughest, toughest play that children can dish out.
In fact, our Large Open and Divided Tubs are so strong, they can even hold a 10lb watermelon!
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Tubs
Tubs have a lifetime warranty. Tubs are made with 25% recycled
materials (unless specified otherwise).

1

Large Open Tub SKU: CC4068 + color = CC4068-G and CC4068-Y
General purpose storage

2

Blue

Clear

Blue

Clear

Green

Yellow

Green

Yellow

Red

Red

Dimensions
6” H x 12 1/2” W x 15 3/4” D

3

Large Divided Tub SKU: CC4069 + color = CC4069-Y
Built in dividers to keep your books upright

Small Open Tub SKU: CC4070 + color = CC4070-G
Perfect for small quantities of books
Blue

Clear

Green

Yellow

Dimensions
6” H x 12 1/2” W x 15 3/4” D

4

Really Big Tub SKU: CC4073-B
Suitable for your oversized books and manipulatives (Tub not made with recycled materials)
Blue

Red

Dimensions
6” H x 6 1/2” W x 15 3/4” D

5

Stubby Tubby SKU: CC4074 + color = CC4074-R or B or CC4074-GREY
Great for storing papers and small items
Blue

Dimensions
6” H x 25 1/4” W x 13 1/4” D

6

Tiny Tub Caddy SKU: TTC1
Handy for keeping your pens and small art supplies organized
(Tubs not made with recycled materials)
Dimensions
6 1/2” H x 13 1/2” W x 9” D

Charcoal Grey
Red

Dimensions
3” H x 12 1/2” W x 15 3/4”D
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Tubs are designed with the perfect spot
for adding a label or a picture of their
contents (labels not included).

Clear tubs are now available for our:

• Leveled Reading Book Browser Carts (see pages 53-54)
• Storage Room Organizers (see page 55)
(Tubs not made with recycled materials)
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A well-used Painting Easel spotted while on location
at John Galt Public School, Guelph, Ontario

Early Childhood
Arts and Crafts
Let imaginations run wild! When a child paints they learn
how to express themselves without words, explore color
and their senses.
Hands-on play is important for healthy social and emotional
development. The downside can be the end of the day and it’s
time to clean up. Teachers are pleasantly surprised by all the
built-in features of the Double Sided Art Easel and Sand and
Water Sensory Center, particularly the ones that help put
everything back in order ready for the next round.
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Double Sided Art Easel
This compact easel allows two artists to paint at the same time.
They can dry their masterpieces on the racks and the removable
paint trays with spill proof caps make cleaning up easier.

Double Sided Art Easel (PDR11)
• 2 dry-erase painting surfaces (choose from
2 positions upon assembly)
• 10 built-in drying racks
• 1 sliding Really Big Tub
• 2 Apron hooks
• Large art paper clips
• 2 removable paint trays with 7 paint pots
in each and spill-proof caps
• Cleaning is a breeze with paint trays that
clip on and off
• 2” locking casters

Dimensions
51” H x 27 1/2” W x 29 1/2” D
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2 removable paint trays with 7 paint pots in
each and spill-proof caps

Warranty
Lifetime on easel components
5 year on whiteboards

Sliding Really Big Tub to hold all your art supplies

“The Double Sided Art Easel is great because everything is at the student’s level so they can
be completely independent from start to finish. It is great for fine motor skills with the clips
and containers.”
- Paula Kells, Kindergarten Teacher, Fergus, Ontario
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Spring Loaded Paint Drying Rack
This rack is perfect for drying the masterpieces of
budding artists and includes many useful features
that help keep artwork organized.

Personalized rack spacers

Paper catch clips

Spring Loaded Paint Drying Rack (PDR20KD)
• 20 spring loaded racks that make it easy for art
to be inserted or removed
• Lock down bar secures racks in place
• Rack spacers can be personalized with
student names
• Paper catch clips
• Paint drip tray to protect classroom floors
from unwanted spills (removable)
• 2” locking casters
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Dimensions
Resting state: 33 1/2” H x 26 1/2” W x 25” D
Lifted Up: 47 1/2” H x 26 1/2” W x 25” D

Warranty
Lifetime

Wall Mounted and Double Sided
Paint Drying Racks
These drying racks provide two
different options to accommodate
any class or art room configuration.

Wall Mount Drying Rack (PDR21)
• Contains 2 hooks to hold shelves upright
• 20 shelves for drying artwork
• Wall mounting hardware not included
Double Sided Drying Rack (PDR40)
• Ideal for counter or tabletop to store art
• Contains 40 shelves; 20 on each side

Dimensions
PDR40: 26 1/4” H x 20” W x 32” D
PDR21: 33 1/4” H x 20” W x 16” D

Warranty
Lifetime
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Sand and Water
Sensory Center

This center’s robust frame ensures that it can be easily moved around a
school. Compartments can hold a number of materials and clean up is
made easy with a built-in drain and hose.

Sand and Water Sensory Center (SWT2)
• 1 Main Large Tub
• 2 Really Big Tubs that slide out
• Includes 2 lids to keep contents clean and out of reach
• Quarter turn drain with plug and hose to easily fill and
empty the tub
• Removable leg extensions - 18” high without and
24” with extension
• 4” twin wheel locking casters

Dimensions
18” - 24” H x 42” W x 30” D
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Warranty
Lifetime

2 lids to keep contents
clean and out of reach

Lids can be used for sand etching

Quarter turn drain with plug
and hose to easily fill and
empty the tub

As a certified B Corp™, we are part of a community of like-minded businesses that want to
use business as a force for good. We want to redefine what a successful business is by being
directed and shaped through a social and environmental conscience.
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